• **From Atlanta / I-285**: Take I-85 North to Exit # 99 (Jimmy Carter Blvd.) TURN LEFT. At 1st Light, TURN RIGHT onto Goshen Springs Road (Chevron/Global Mall). Go 100yds, TURN RIGHT onto Unity Drive (Plaza 85 Business Park).

• **From GA 400**: Take Holcomb Bridge Road EAST towards Norcross. Past P’Tree Industrial, road changes to Jimmy Carter Blvd, continue ahead towards I-85. Just after Brook Hollow Road, TURN LEFT at light onto Goshen Spring Road (Chevron/Global Mall). Go 100yds, TURN RIGHT onto Unity Drive (Plaza 85 Business Park)

• **From Gwinnett**: Take I-85 South to Exit #99 (Jimmy Carter Blvd.) TURN RIGHT At 1st Light, TURN RIGHT onto Goshen Springs Road (Chevron/Global Mall). Go 100yds, TURN RIGHT onto Unity Drive (Plaza 85 Business Park)

**ONCE IN THE OFFICE PARK,** stay on Unity Drive and go around the first curve to the left and as you straighten out, look for Building #6025 on the left just beyond the UPS/FEDEX Dropboxes.

Our FRONT DOOR is on the far right corner of the building under the second #6025 sign on the upper right of the building exactly at the cul-de-sac and not at the first building number on the left side.